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ABSTRACT

We present an approach for automatic exterior orientation of aerial images which is based on the use of manhole covers as
landmarks� The approach includes two main procedures� First� a landmark extraction scheme which enables us to automatically
detect and precisely localize many of the manhole covers visible in an image� Second� an automatic matching procedure which
robustly and e�ciently matches constellations of detected landmarks with the correct landmarks from a cadastral database�
By combining both methods we are able to automatically generate a large number of landmark correspondences per image�
which allows for a reliable estimation of the exterior orientation parameters�

�� INTRODUCTION

The development of operational procedures for the automatic
orientation of aerial images is a matter of topical interest
in photogrammetric research �cf� G�ulch �������� It requires
the automation of each step in the orientation process� For
absolute orientation this process includes�

�� Estimation of the interior orientation by detecting� pre�
cisely localizing� and identifying the �ducial camera
marks� knowing the type of the camera used�

�� Detection and precise localization of landmark features
within the image� assuming that these features corre�
spond to known geodetic coordinates�

�� Identi�cation of the features by determining correspon�
dences between the landmarks detected in the image
and existing landmarks from the observed scene�

�� Estimation of the exterior orientation by spatial resec�
tion based on the landmark correspondences�

For automatic interior orientation operational techniques
have recently been worked out �Schickler� ������ which make
use of the existence of well�de�ned geometric models of the
�ducial marks and pro�t from the well�structured appearance
of these marks within the image �completely isolated features
with high contrast�� Opposed to this� in the automation of
exterior orientation one has to deal with real scene objects
and their complex appearance in aerial images� As a conse�
quence� only very few approaches to automatic exterior ori�
entation have been developed so far �see �Schickler� �����
and �Vosselman � Haala� �������

In this contribution we present an approach to automatic ex�
terior orientation which is based on a speci�c type of circular
landmarks� We suggest that manhole covers are well suited
features to serve as landmarks for orientation of urban scenes�
The advantages of using this kind of landmark are manifold�
A great number of manhole covers can be found in urban
environments� most of them being placed in the middle of
a road� they are well distributed and located at the ground�

geodetic coordinates �including altitudes� are available from
the cadaster of the city�s sewerage system� and� as we will
show� they can be detected� localized with high precision�
and associated with geodetic coordinates from the cadastral
database� all in an automatic manner�

This contribution elaborates on the two major aspects in this
context� First� how to detect landmarks of the considered
type automatically and� second� how to match constellations
of detected landmarks with the manhole positions from the
cadastral database� Note that in the following the interior
orientation of the images is assumed to be known�

�� MODEL�BASED DETECTION AND

LOCALIZATION OF LANDMARKS

Our landmark extraction approach is based on a parametric
model which explicitly describes the location� size� shape� and
systematic intensity variations of depicted manhole covers�
Minimizing the squared intensity error between the model
and the image results in the best��t model parameters and�
most important� determines the landmark�s position in the
image with high sub�pixel precision� This can be shown for
simulated as well as for real image data� A short description of
the landmark extraction approach will be given below� More
details can be found in �Drewniok � Rohr� ������

���� Analytic Description of Circular Landmarks

While the appearance of manhole covers varies from country
to country we frequently �nd a speci�c type which consists
of a bright disk surrounded by a dark concentric ring �see
Figure �� left�� Since aerial images normally are recorded
approximately parallel to the ground plane� images of these
objects are circular� The idealized image intensities of a cross�
section through a manhole cover of the considered type form
a symmetric step function� When we also take into account
that the intensities are blurred because of the band�limiting
eect of the camera� we get a rounded shape as sketched in
Figure � �right�� This pro�le can approximately be described
by three characteristics� hmax� hmin� and rmin� where hmax
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Figure �� Ideal appearance of a manhole cover �left� and blurred cross�section intensities �right��

and hmin are the relative values of the function�s maximum
and minimum with respect to the background�level h�� rmin
denotes the distance of the minimum from the center� As
suggested by Figure �� we approximate the ideal intensity
pro�le using an analytic model whose general shape corre�
sponds to the second derivative of the �D Gaussian� However�
the shape of this function is controlled by only two param�
eters �amplitude and variance�� while three parameters are
needed for adequately describing the intensity pro�le of the
landmark� Therefore� we represent the model by a modi�ed
function� which� on the one hand� well approximates the sec�
ond derivative of a Gaussian� and� on the other hand� has
three parameters describing its shape� namely a�� a�� and ��

M�x� y� � a� � �a� � a� � r
�� � exp

�
�

r�

���

�
���

with r� � �x�x��
���y�y��

� and �x�� y�� being the image
coordinates of the landmark center�

Given our model functionM and the image intensities of an
instance of a manhole cover� we minimize the error E between
the image and the model� In our approach� E is de�ned by
the sum of the squared dierences between the image intensi�
ties I and the modelM �which is a function of a�� a�� a�� ��
x�� and y�� at some data points taken from a square window
centered around the initial location estimate of the landmark�
Since we are dealing with a non�linear model� we apply the
iterative Levenberg�Marquardt method for minimizing the er�
ror function� This method requires to analytically calculate
the �rst partial derivatives of M with respect to each of the
parameters to be optimized� An example for a model �tting
result is given in Figure ��

���� The Landmark Extraction Scheme

In our landmark extraction scheme� we obtain an initial set
of potential landmark positions by exploiting the normalized
cross�correlation for all local intensity maxima in the image�
using a landmark prototype template� The potential land�
marks detected this way are submitted to the parameter op�
timization procedure described above which adapts the ana�
lytic model function to the intensities of the given landmark�
The results of the model �tting are twofold� the set of opti�
mally adapted parameters and the �nal approximation error�
Both are checked in a subsequent veri�cation step in order to
decide whether the adapted model describes a valid landmark
instance� In this way� we are able to suppress a large fraction
of false detections and obtain a high�precision localization of
the actual landmarks�

The initial parameter values required to set up the parame�
ter optimization process are obtained from a small number
of representative examples which have to be selected by the
operator in a preceding training phase� The training results
are also used to derive the thresholds applied in the veri��
cation step and to generate the prototype template used for
landmark detection�

���� Localization Precision Obtained by Model Fitting

We investigated the localization precision obtained by model
�tting for simulated landmark images which have been gen�
erated with known parameters� The physical landmark size
was assumed to be �� cm� the acquisition parameters and
the pixel size were set to typical values �see below�� giving
a pixel resolution of �� cm on the ground� i�e� a landmark
is typically represented by � by � pixels �unblurred�� Using
our simulation technique we are able to statistically evaluate
the localization precision with respect to variations in image
blur� sampling eects� noise� perspective projection� regular
shape distortions� and interaction eects with background
structures �e�g� road markings�� In a large number of random
experiments we found that the localization error is well be�
low a hundredth of a pixel �less than � mm on the ground�
for noise�free images and less than a tenth of a pixel �about
� cm on the ground� for images having a realistic amount of
noise� Even in the presence of serious background distortions
the localization precision is still in the lower sub�pixel range
for most kinds of distortions�

���� Extraction Performance on Real Image Data

Experiments on real image data have been done on a number
of data sets� We used color infrared photographs� which have
been acquired with a Zeiss RMK A������ camera from an
altitude of ���� m� giving an image scale of ������� The
photographs have been scanned at a resolution of �� �m�
resulting in a pixel size of �� cm on the ground and an image
size of about 		�� by 		�� pixels �covering a ground area of
about ��� km���

A number of ��� to ��� manhole covers is visible in each
of the images� including a signi�cant fraction of landmarks
which are seriously distorted by background structures� have
very low contrast� or do not agree with the ideal landmark
model at all� According to these eects� the extraction
process typically yields a number of ��� to ��� detections�
The percentage of false detections is in the range of ���
to ��� of the total number of detections� which is very
low considering the high complexity of the analyzed scenes�



Figure �� Manhole cover� intensities �left�� intensity plot �center�� adapted model �right��

Thus� in our experiments we are able to automatically
extract ��� to ��� of all the landmarks visible in the im�
ages� while the number of false detections is reasonably low�
Figure � illustrates a result obtained on a small image subpart�

�� MATCHING LANDMARK CONSTELLATIONS

WITH A LANDMARK DATABASE

Given both� the positions of the landmarks detected in an
image and a database containing the geodetic coordinates of
all landmarks that are known to exist in the observed area�
we now have to solve the problem of identi�cation� i�e�� to
�nd the correct correspondences between the two sets� Find�
ing these correspondences automatically provides us with the
ground control information required to perform an estimation
of the exterior orientation parameters automatically�

���� The Nature of the Matching Task

An important characteristic of the given matching task is
that� in general� we cannot identify or distinguish individ�
ual manhole covers on the basis of their visual appearance�
Therefore� a matching algorithm can only exploit geometric
relations of sets of manhole covers� This implies that we can�
not decide about the correctness of a single correspondence�
rather� correctness is de�ned on a set of correspondences� To
represent a correct total match� the set has to be geometri�
cally consistent� i�e� there must be a perspective transforma�
tion which relates a su�ciently large fraction of the image
landmarks with database landmarks resulting in su�ciently
small residuals�

It is also important to note that we have to match large sets
of landmarks� This demands an eective control of the search
mechanism in order to prevent a combinatorical explosion� It
is obvious that� for combinatorical reasons� we are not able to
systematically try all possible sets of point�to�point matches�
Instead� the matching process is based on characteristic con�
stellations among the landmark sets whose speci�ty reduces
the ambiguities in the candidate selection process� In the fol�
lowing� constellations of image landmarks will be termed im�

age constellation while we denote constellations of database
landmarks by the term database constellation�

One possibilitywould be the use of very speci�c constellations
like subparts of the road network� knowing that this network
is clearly re�ected in the spatial arrangement of the manhole

covers� However� we decided not to use complex types of
constellations for two reasons� First� only a small subset of
the landmarks included in the database is actually visible and
detectable within the image� and second� the set of detec�
tions includes a signi�cant fraction of landmarks which do
not correspond with a database landmark �false detections as
well as manhole covers which are located on private ground
and� thus� are not included in the municipal register�� As a
consequence� there might be a very low chance that a com�
plex pattern de�ned on the database landmarks can also be
found within the set of detections� In order to deal with this
kind of incompleteness and erroneousness we decided to use
rather simple types of constellations �to be discussed below��
thereby accepting that we are still faced with a lot of ambi�
guities in this case�

���� Matching Constellations by Hypothesize�and�Test

We overcome the problem of ambiguity by applying a
hypothesize�and�test mechanism� First� we randomly select a
set of image landmarks which make up a valid constellation�
For this image constellation we determine all possibly
matching database constellations� This is done by indexing
through geometric invariants for reasons of e�ciency� Given
an image constellation and several candidate database con�
stellations� we then hypothesize a match between the image
constellation and one of the candidates� As indicated above�
we can verify �test� such a hypothesis by estimating the
orientation parameters from the landmark correspondences
given by the constellation match and scoring the number of
�hits�� The number of hits is determined by transforming the
coordinates of the image landmarks into world coordinates
�which presumes that a digital elevation model is available�
and doing a nearest�neighbor search among the database
landmarks within a small search radius �e�g� ��� m in
physical dimensions�� When the number of hits obtained
in this way is too small �i�e� only a small fraction of the
detections can be �explained� in this way�� we consider the
next candidate from the indexed database constellations� If
the veri�cation fails for all candidates� we randomly select
a new image constellation� The idea behind this method is
that it will succeed with a large number of hits for perfect
image constellations� while for a faulty image constellation
it fails yielding only a small number of hits� By the word
perfect we denote those image constellations which do not
include any false detections or manhole covers not registered
in the database� Knowing the size of the constellations used



Figure �� Results of the landmark extraction scheme applied to a small sub�image which shows �ve manhole covers� On the
left side� small circles indicate the potential landmarks detected by normalized cross�correlation� In the �nal result �right� the
cross centers correspond to the estimated landmark centers while the radii of the circles correspond to the values of rmin�
Note� that one of the visible landmarks has been rejected by the veri�cation procedure due to its high approximation error�

as well as the average ratio between correct detections and
erroneous ones �from our extraction experiments�� we can
specify the mean number of random trials required to select
a perfect image constellation� which should give a successful
total match� In summary� the algorithm proceeds as follows�

�� Prepare the database by constructing all database con�
stellations according to the rules to be speci�ed below�

�� Randomly select a set of image landmarks which makes
up a valid image constellation�

�� Determine all possibly matching database constella�
tions through geometric indexing�

�� Select an unused candidate from the indexed database
constellations�

�� Estimate the orientation parameters based on the given
landmark correspondences and score the number of
hits�

�� When the number of hits is higher than a given thresh�
old� stop with success� otherwise� when there is still an
unused candidate� continue with step �� otherwise con�
tinue with step ��

Note that in case of a successful total match� the desired
result�i�e�� the exterior orientation�is already available from
the veri�cation step which determines the orientation param�
eters based on a maximum number of landmark matches�
Since we can expect to yield a high number of correspon�
dences per image ��������� the estimate is highly reliable�
Thus� based on a reliable estimate it is possible to recognize
landmarks with signi�cantly distorted coordinates by looking
for outliers in the residuals� Such an analysis enables us to
�nally enhance the result by excluding detected outliers as
well as to examine the accuracy of the coordinates included
in the landmark database�

���� The Type of Constellations Used

We now have to de�ne the type of constellations to be used
in our approach� The matching algorithm sketched above
implies a number of criteria to be considered in this context�

� It should be possible�with respect to time and stor�
age capacities�to precompute all valid constellations
among the database landmarks�

� There should be a high probability that constellations
of the desired type can be found among the landmarks
detected in the image� This excludes complex constel�
lations which are speci�c but also sensitive to missing
or additional features�

� There must be an e�cient method to access all possi�
bly matching database constellations for a given image
constellation�

� To limit the computational eort required to estimate
the orientation parameters and to transform the coordi�
nates� the number of candidate database constellations
associated with a given image constellation should be
small�

� The probability for randomly selecting a perfect image
constellation should be high�

Trying to �nd a trade�o between speci�ty and robustness� we
considered two types of constellations� triples and �ve�tuples�
The most serious argument for using small�sized n�tuples is
given by the last criterion from the list above� The probability
for randomly selecting a perfect n�tuple decreases exponen�
tially with increasing n� Table � reveals the consequences of
this relationship� The experiments reported in Section ���
have shown that the set of detections typically includes a
fraction of false detections in the range of ��� to ��� �see



tuple size  trials for an error rate of
n ��� ��� ��� ���
� ��� ��� ��� ���
� ��� ��� 	�	 ����
� ��� ��� ���� ����
�� ��� ���� ����� ������

Table �� Mean number of trials required to randomly select
a perfect n�tuple of detected landmarks�

above�� Moreover� about ��� of the detections typically
represent manhole covers which are visible in the image but
which are not included in the cadastral database� for several
reasons� Thus� we have to expect that only about ��� of all
detections actually correspond with a cadaster landmark �i�e�
the �error� rate here is about ����� This clearly favors the
use of small�sized constellations in order to keep the number
of random trials as small as possible�

To enable the precomputation of all database constellations
we have to restrict the resulting combinatorics� This is done
by constraining the pairwise distances of the constellation
landmarks� Thus� for a given database landmark we only
have to consider its neighbors located within a certain mini�
mum and maximum distance in order to construct all possible
constellations� Searching for the neighbors can be supported
by using a spatial index provided by a spatial database� Ad�
ditionally� for a triple we demand that the three altitudes of
the �triangle� represented by the three landmarks also exceed
the minimum distance threshold� The purpose of this rule is
to exclude nearly collinear tuples which would lead to less
reliable estimates for the orientation�

Since we deal with nearly vertical imaging conditions and
with more or less �at urban areas� in a �rst approximation
distances can be assumed to be �invariant� up to a common
scaling factor� Thus� the minimum and maximum distance
thresholds can be transformed to pixel distances knowing the
approximate value of the image scale and the pixel size� Using
the scaled distance thresholds we can construct image con�
stellations in the same way as described for the database con�
stellations� The distance thresholds should be small enough
to eectively restrict the total number of valid constellations
in the precomputation phase� They should be large enough
to ensure that we can �nd a su�cient number of detections
within the resulting search area in the image� giving a suf�
�ciently high probability for constructing perfect image con�
stellations� In general� we can assume that the deviations
from vertical geometry are su�ciently small to ensure that
for a valid database constellation there exists a valid image
constellation�provided that the involved landmarks are ac�
tually detected in the image�and vice versa� However� we
have to accept that we will miss some constellation matches
due to the uncertainties resulting from deviations from ver�
tical imaging� from neglecting elevation variations� and from
the limited accuracy of the cadastral coordinates�

���� Candidate Selection Through Indexing

As mentioned above� our approach includes an e�cient candi�
date selection mechanism which is based on indexing through
certain geometric properties of the constellations� While� in
principle� this technique is applicable to both� triples as well
as �ve�tuples� there are some arguments which favor the use

of triples here� In order to justify our decision to use triples in
our �nal implementation� we discuss these arguments below�

It is well known that for a set of correct correspondences the
positions in the image and in the world are related by a pro�
jective transformation� moreover� we know that there exist
certain geometric properties of point constellations which are
invariant under perspective projection� e�g� the cross�ratio of
four collinear or �ve coplanar points� Thus� using �ve�tuples
�and assuming that the �D�coordinates of the landmarks do
not deviate from a plane too much� would suggest to use
their cross�ratio as indexing key� In this case� we would pre�
compute the cross�ratio for all database constellations and
make according entries in an index table� In the matching
phase we would compute the cross�ratio for each given image
constellation and use it as an index to this table �see �Meer
et al�� ����� and �Lenz � Meer� ����� for an instructive
discussion on the use of projective invariants for matching��
However� due to the uncertainties mentioned above and due
to geometric similarities that might occur among the individ�
ual constellations� we have to accept that there is no unique
relationship between image constellations and database con�
stellations� While� in our application� this holds for most
kinds of geometric properties� the use of the cross�ratio en�
tails some speci�c problems� First� requiring a number of �ve
landmarks per constellation increases the mean number of
random trials required in the matching process �see above��
Second� using the full degrees of freedom provided by a per�
spective projection does not re�ect the strong restrictedness
of the nearly vertical imaging geometry� As a consequence�
the matching algorithm will be faced with some additional
ambiguities which could be excluded under the assumption of
almost a�ne conditions� And third� the uncertainties men�
tioned above will lead to non�ideal correspondences of the
cross�ratio values to be compared� While this is inevitable�
we have to note that it is hard to assess distances of ratios
due to their highly non�linear nature�

Therefore� we prefer to use triples instead of �ve�tuples in
our matching approach and decided to implement an index�
ing method based on their ordered set of landmark distances�
Using only three landmarks gives a low number of random
trials required� analyzing their �scaled� distances does re�ect
the restricted imaging conditions quite well� and it is also
more obvious how to evaluate Euclidean distances between
points than distances of cross�ratios� The implemented in�
dexing mechanism proceeds as follows� To get a unique rep�
resentation for a given triple we �rst put the three coordinates
in a counter�clockwise circular order according to their spa�
tial arrangement and compute the distances between each
point and its successor �in the case of image landmarks� the
pixel distances are transformed into world distances by scal�
ing with the approximately known scaling factor�� Finally�
we create a linear list of the three distances following the
counter�clockwise order of the points and starting with the
largest distance value� This gives a uniquely de�ned distance
vector carrying its largest element in the �rst place� For the
database triples we use this vector to create a three�level index
table� Thus� given a triple of image landmarks we compute
its associated distance vector and use this for indexing the
candidate table which requires three table access operations�



���� Veri�cation by Iterative Registration

For a given set of three landmark matches we are able to es�
timate the image orientation parameters by spatial resection�
This technique is used in our matching algorithm for verifying
a hypothesized constellation match� However� knowing that
for small sets of correspondences the estimation of the orien�
tation might be unreliable� we can enhance our veri�cation
criterion by applying an iterative registration method� For a
perfect image constellation the initial estimate of the orien�
tation will probably be good enough to instantiate a num�
ber of additional correspondences by projection and nearest�
neighbor search� These additional correspondences� when in�
cluded in the parameter estimation process� allow for a more
reliable estimate� which again results in an increased number
of correspondences� So� by repeatedly applying this com�
bined step of parameter estimation� projection� and nearest�
neighbor search we obtain a successively increasing number
of landmark correspondences� The iteration process stops
when the set of correspondences remains unchanged during
the current step� We can assume that the iterative mech�
anism yields a large number of correspondences covering a
signi�cant amount of all the detected landmarks when a per�
fect image constellation is used and associated with the cor�
rect database constellation� In the other cases� the iteration
process stops quickly� yielding only a small number of corre�
spondences� Hence� in order to decide on the success of the
matching process we can simply exploit the �nal number of
correspondences�

In order to limit the computational eort claimed by the iter�
ative registration we only start the iteration process for those
constellation matches which yield a number of at least �ve
correspondences using the initial orientation estimate� We
will see below that the number of constellation matches to
be submitted to the iterative procedure can be reduced con�
siderably by applying this heuristic�

��	� Experimental Results

Our approach for matching landmark constellations was im�
plemented and tested on real imagery� using automatically de�
tected landmarks and geodetic data from a cadastral database
covering the observed scene and the surrounding area� Below
we will discuss results obtained for an image which shows the
central area of Harburg �southern part of the city of Ham�
burg� and has been acquired in July ���	 at about � p�m�
�see Section ��� for technical parameters�� Our geodetic land�
mark database includes a total number of �		 manhole covers
from an area covering about � km� �recall that the image cov�
ers about ��� km��� About ��� manhole covers are located
within the area covered by the image� while about ��� cov�
ers are actually visible in the image �including those which
are distorted� which have low contrast� etc��� We found in
a number of tests that for images with a scale of ������ we
obtain satisfying matching results with distance thresholds of
�� m �minimum distance� and ��� m �maximum distance��
Using these thresholds� from the �		 database landmarks the
algorithm constructed a number of 	���� triples which ful�ll
the pairwise distance criterion as well as the triangle altitude
criterion� The resulting distance vectors were used to cre�
ate a three�level index table� Here� we used table bins in a
discretization of � m to take into account the uncertainties
which might aect the distance measurements among image

landmarks�

For the Harburg image the landmark extraction scheme ob�
tains a number of ��� detections� including �� false detec�
tions and �� manhole covers which are not included in the
cadastral database� Thus� for the matching process the error
rate mounts up to about �	�� in the best case� the matching
approach can yield a number of �� correct correspondences�
Among the ��� detected landmarks the algorithm constructs
��� valid triples� including ��� perfect image constellations�
We see that the ratio of ��� to ��� approximately agrees with
the value predicted by Table � for an error rate in the range
of ��� to ���� Accordingly� in a random selection mode the
mean number of trials required to select a perfect image con�
stellation is in the range of � to �� or� in other words� there
is a chance of about ��� to randomly select �or construct�
a perfect image constellation�

In the experiments� the acceptance threshold de�ning a suc�
cessful total match was set to ��� of the number of detec�
tions �i�e�� a minimum of �� correspondences is required��
To enable the projection of image coordinates into world
coordinates� we created a digital elevation model from the
�D�coordinates of the landmarks contained in the cadastral
database using Delaunay�triangulation� Note that this tri�
angulation at the same time provides the Voronoi�diagram
of the database landmarks which we used to implement the
nearest�neighbor search in a very e�cient way� The search
radius was set to ��� m� To investigate the behavior of the
matching algorithm we applied it to each of the ��� triples�
The results can be summarized as follows�

� The mean number of candidates accessed by our index�
ing method is about ��� �to take into account uncer�
tainties of the distance measurements each distance
value is used to access two neighboring bins of the
candidate table instead of exactly one� giving a mean
tolerance of about �� m��

� By doing the initial orientation estimation and comput�
ing the number of hits� the candidate set is reduced to
� or � potential constellation matches which yield the
minimum number of �ve initial landmark correspon�
dences ����� on the average��

� Only ��� of all the image constellations pass this ini�
tial test �i�e� there is at least one potential constellation
match passing the test�� �	� ����� of the perfect im�
age constellations and only ��� ���� of the erroneous
ones� Thus� the iterative registration procedure has to
be applied to a very small number of potential constel�
lation matches only�

� From the �� erroneous image triples passing the initial
test there are only two which yield a �nal number of
correspondences above �� when performing the itera�
tive registration method� One of the two yields �� cor�
respondences which is uncritically low with respect to
the acceptance threshold ����� The second one leads
to a successful total match yielding the maximum num�
ber of �� correct correspondences �probably� the initial
constellationmatch was not far from perfect�� So there
is no falsely accepted total match and for correctly re�
jected total matches the �nal number of hits is much
lower than the acceptance threshold�



� From the ��� perfect image triples ��� succeed
when submitted to the iterative registration procedure�
There are �	 constellations which yield a �nal number
of hits in the range of �� to �� which is again signi��
cantly lower than the acceptance threshold� Note� that
a set of �� correspondences implies that there are at
least �� correct matches which were missed due to too
large residuals� Thus� the resulting orientation esti�
mate cannot be satisfying and� consequently� rejecting
a total match which does not yield the maximum num�
ber of �� correspondences is appropriate and justi�ed�

� The number of ��� successfully matched image triples
represents 	�� of all perfect constellations and ���
of the total number of valid image triples� Thus� we
can conclude that on average we have to perform ���
random trials until the matching process signals suc�
cess� All inappropriate constellation matches are guar�
anteed to be rejected� while the choice of the accep�
tance threshold is highly uncritical�

�� SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We presented an approach for automatic exterior orientation
of aerial images which is based on the use of manhole cov�
ers as landmarks� For this purpose we developed a landmark
extraction scheme which enables us to automatically detect
a quarter up to a third of all manhole covers visible within
an image while the error rate is reasonably low� Using the
positions of the detected landmarks for estimating the ori�
entation parameters requires to identify each landmark� i�e��
to �nd the correct correspondence with a landmark from the
cadastral database� This database includes the geodetic co�
ordinates of all manhole covers that exist within the observed
area� Thus� we have to match landmark constellations� where
the set of image landmarks is incomplete and distorted �un�
detectable covers and false detections� resp��� We introduced
a matching approach which is based on matches of triples of
landmarks� In a randomized selection process a triple match
is hypothesized� the match is veri�ed by estimating the orien�
tation parameters and looking for additional correspondences�
both combined in an iterative process� Candidate selection is
e�ciently implemented using indexing through geometric in�
variants� In our experiments the matching approach proofed
to be successful� It robustly yields the correct total match�
Based on a large number of correspondences� the �nal match
provides a reliable estimate of the exterior orientation param�
eters�

We conclude that by combining both� a robust and precise
landmark extraction scheme with a reliable matching mech�
anism� we are able to provide an eective approach to au�
tomatic exterior orientation of aerial images� Our approach
oers the opportunity to automate the orientation process
in urban environments� presuming that the approximate im�
age scale and the approximate location of acquisition can be
derived from the �ight plan� It requires that the geodetic
coordinates of manhole covers are available from cadastral
databases in digital format� This might not be the typical
case today� but triggered by the transition from analog to
digital photogrammetry and by the rapidly spreading use of
GIS�technology� there is a strong trend towards digitalization
in many cadastral tasks�
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